SPECIFICATION SHEET

Intelligent Long Range
Radar Laser Detector
Long-Range Protection

IVT Filter™

Early warning and fastest response on all radar bands
including conventional and instant-on X-band, K-band,
SuperWide Ka-band and POP mode. Multiple highperformance laser sensors provide maximum laser
warning and off-axis protection

Updatable system automatically reduces false
alerts from moving In-Vehicle Technology sources
such as collision avoidance systems and adaptive
cruise control

Intelligent AutoLearn® Technology

Connect to the ESCORT Live app on your smartphone
and use Bluetooth® to sync your radar detector for
crowd-sourced alerts and ticket prevention*

Patented anti-falsing technology uses the power of
GPS and the exact frequency to learn and automatically reject unwanted fixed position false alarms

ESCORT Live™

* Must be paired with ESCORT Live ticket protection app to receive posted speed limit data

SPECIFICATION SHEET

ESCORT Live App Provides
Crowd Sourced Alerts

GPS Intelligence Rejects
False Alerts

Features

Excellent Radar/Laser Detection Range

Benefits

EXCELLENT TICKET PROTECTION
Long-Range Detection

Superior sensitivity on all conventional and instant-on radar bands plus maximum laser range and off-axis coverage.

Fastest Response

ESCORT’s standard DSP technology and multiple laser sensors provide earliest warning of speed-monitoring threats.

ALERT INTELLIGENCE
Patented AutoLearn®

Proprietary anti-falsing design uses the power of GPS to learn and automatically reject fixed position false alarms.

Updatable IVT Filter™

Sophisticated system automatically reduces false alerts from moving In-Vehicle Technology sources such as collision avoidance systems.

Variable Speed Sensitivity

Patented GPS technology adjusts sensitivity to vehicle speed to provide alerts meaningful to your changing driving situation.

RICH DATA
App Compatible

Built-in Bluetooth allows you to connect to the ESCORT Live™ app for real-time, crowd-sourced speed trap information*.

Built-in Defender Database

Access the largest, most up-to-date database of speed camera, red-light camera and speed trap locations and add your own “hot spots”.

Web Ready

Update your ESCORT iX with new speed trap locations and software revisions using the USB port and our EscortRadar.com website.

ADVANCED COMMUNICATION
Multi-Color OLED Display

Intuitively displays type and strength of each treat along with your vehicle speed to help you make the best possible driving decisions.

Crystal Clear Voice Alerts

Simple and customizable voice alerts provide clear communications for alerts and menu options, allowing driver to focus on the road.

Dual-Language

Choose English or Spanish text and voice alerts.

FULLY EQUIPPED
New EZ Mag Mount™

Revolutionary mount is the simplest and steadiest on the market, connecting to ESCORT iX with a mere touch and eliminating bouncing.

SmartCord USB

Premium power cord features convenient USB charging port, power LED, alert LED and Mute button.

Travel Case

Perfect for storing and carrying your ESCORT iX and all accessories.

Quick Reference Guide

Includes simple steps for out-of-the box use plus instructions for custom settings and software updates.

Unit Specifications - General
Unit Dimensions

5.125” L x 2.875” W x 1.25” H

Master Pack
Dimensions

13” L x 16.5” W x 9.38” H

SKU#

1220044-1
ESCORT iX

Master Pack
Weight

18.10 lbs.

Model
UPC

737795 00281 9

Radar Signals

X, K, Ka, Ka-POP

Gift Box
Dimensions

8.38” L x 8.06” W x 2” H

Laser Signals

904nm, +/- 33nm

Weight

1.40 lbs.

Master Pack Qty.

12

*Specifications subject to change without notice*
*All dimensions (L x W x H)*

* Must be paired with ESCORT Live ticket protection
app to receive posted speed limit data

Limited One Year Warranty • Designed in the USA by ESCORT • Manufactured in Canada
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ESCORT Live Compatible

